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«Coming together is 
a beginning; 

keeping together is 
progress; working 

together is success» 
- Henry FORD



Christophe Hutteau 
A renowned and respected player agent with 

an unlikely background 

His career as a journalist
Christophe HUTTEAU started to work as a journalist at the early age of 19. He first joined 
the daily newspaper « L’Equipe » and the weekly paper « France Football ». At the same 
time, he was also a RTL (French Radio Station) correspondent and then worked with 
many medias such as France 3, Le Figaro, France Soir, and the Associated Press agency. 

He stayed and worked for the biggest French medias for nearly 15 years. That 
is also why the players he represents receive wide media coverage thanks 
to the best journalistic and media contacts in the French football industry.

His career as a player agent
In 2004, close to the football world where he had many friends, he decided to 
become a football player agent. He obtained the French Federation of Football 
license, and in 2015, he created CH CONSEIL ET MANAGEMENTCompany which is 
a management company for professional football players and players in training.

To ensure all the necessary advice and services are offered to his players, 
he also provides them with assistance in the management of their daily life 
and helps them to enhance their image and develop their communication.

Today, Christophe HUTTEAU manages the career of about 30 players. He is 
now considered as one of the leading player agents in the football world. 



CH Conseil et Management
A widely recognized know-how in terms 

of sport career management

Company presentation
Created in 2005, SAS CH CONSEIL ET MANAGEMENT company provides a service for 
professional football players, players in training and trainers in French and international clubs.

Thanks to a vast network of contacts and to his expertise, Christophe HUTTEAU takes 
an active and efficient part in developing the career of the players he represents.

With over 30 players under his management, SAS CH CONSEIL ET MANAGEMENT 
company is known for his professionalism and values within the football industry.

Company’s values
Honesty, efficiency, dynamics and professionalism are the basic 
values of Christophe Hutteau and his CH CONSEIL ET MANAGEMENT company.

Available, mobile and with a view to transparency, Christophe 
HUTTEAU has a close contact with the players and trainers he 
represents and in this way builds up a relationship of trust with them. He meets them on a 
regular basis as he believes that availability and presence are the key to success.

Management of transfers
Very close to the players he represents, Christophe HUTTEAU finds the 
best choices for the players’ career, finance and personal requirements. 

After consulting the player, Christophe HUTTEAUcanvasses and proposes 
customized offers according to the personal, sport and financial 
expectations of the player. The final decision is always taken in a concerted way.

Christophe HUTTEAU is regularly named as Mathieu VALBUENA’s agent but it would be 
fair to tell that he has managed for many years other big names such as Sergeï SEMAK, ex 
captain of the Russian Team (70 caps), who signed to 
Paris Saint Germain thanks to him before returning to Russia to 
play with FC Moscou, FK Rubik Kazan and yet Zenith Saint-Petersbourg.

It is also him who found Charles KABORE, who made him come to Libourne 
from Burkina Faso before making him sign with Olympique de Marseille.



He has also got very close to the Russian football thanks to his friendship with Sergeï 
SEMAK who is a real icon in Russia. That is the reason why is close to the Roman 
ABRAMOVITCH clan and many Russian oligarchs and clubs owners around the globe.

He also accomplished a few master strokes by getting the 
Lituanian Edgaras JANKAUSKAS to sign with Nice as he had just 
become European Champion with Porto under José MOURINHO coaching..

His relations with clubs
Since his beginning as an agent, Christophe HUTTEAU developed close ties with many 
managers, Presidents, Sport Directors and trainers throughout the football world.

In France, he is close to the current Olympique de Marseille executive 
Directors (Vincent LABRUNE), and also to Jean-Louis TRIAUD (Girondins de Bordeaux 
President), Jean-Claude BLANC (Paris Saint Germain Managing Director), Alain 
ORSONI (AC Ajaccio President), Rudy GARCIA), Julien FOURNIER (OGC Nice 
Managing Director), Gervais MARTEL et Didier SENAC (Racing Club de Lens) etc.

Abroad, he has been a friend of Zinedine ZIDANE for many years (he is now the Real 
Madrid reserve team coach) and since he played with the Girondins de Bordeaux.

He can also boast a direct contact with Harry REDKNAPP (ex Tottenham), 
Arsène WENGER (Arsenal), Roman ABRAMOVITCH (Chelsea owner), etc…

Christophe HUTTEAU knows that people such as Sergeï FURSENKO, Zenith 
Saint-Petersbourg President, Evgeni GINER, CSKA Moscow President, with whom he 
negotiated several transfers like the one of Sergeï SEMAK and the one of Yuri ZHIRLOV, and 
NikolaÎ NAUMOV, Lokomotiv Moscow President, are always ready to listen to his suggestions.

Another big strength of Christophe HUTTEAU lies in partnership agreements that he 
made with one of the biggest Sports Management agency in England named WORLD IN 
MOTION (www.worldinmotion.co.uk). This company, ran by Andy EVANS, employs over 
ten agents who work across the Channel and has among his prestigious clients Sir ALEX 
FERGUSON (Manchester United) and also Kahldoon AL MUBARAK, Manchester City President.

WORLD IN MOTION is represented in Italy, South Africa, Japan, Australia and now in China.



His football friends
Zinedine ZIDANE 
Christophe DUGARRY 
Bixente LIZARAZU 
Elie BAUP 
Guy ROUX 
Gérard BOURGOIN 
José ANIGO 

Alain ROCHE 
Rolland COURBIS 
Dominique CUPERLY 
Eric GERETS 
Luis FERNANDEZ 
Didier SENAC 
Gernot ROHR 

Jean-Michel MOUTIER 
Jean-Pierre PAPIN 
Jean-Louis TRIAUD 
Luciano D’Onofrio 
Ivica MORNAR 
Pape DIOUF 
Olivier LETANG… 

HE IS THE AGENT OF
Vincent GRAGNIC     
Olivier PANTALONI Coach A.C. Ajaccio   
Gaétan LABORDE  Girondins de Bordeaux   
Andrey PANYUKOV  Capitaine sélection espoir de Russie, A.C. Ajaccio 
Ismaël BANGOURA Nantes   
Edvinas GERTMONAS  Stade Rennais   
Dovydas VIRKSAS  A.S. Saint-Etienne   
Modou Diagne  A.S. Nancy Lorraine, International sénégalais  
Kévin BOLI   Petrolul, Roumanie   
Abdoulaye CISSE  Angers, International guinéen 
Ludovic GUERRERIO... 

Pascal FEINDOUNO                 
(Atlantas, Lituanie)

ISMAEL BANGOURA
(Arabie Saoudite)

Modou DIAGNE
(A.S. Nancy Lorraine)

Abdoulaye CISSÉ 
(Angers)               

gaetan laborde                
(BORDEAUX)

Guy Michel LANDEL
(TURQUIE)

Andrey PANYUKOV
(NIMES)

Edvinas GERTMONAS 
(Rennes)

To consult the list of the set of the players and the trainers whose career we manage, please 
make you on the web site : www.



CH Conseil et Management
A unique added value in terms of assistance off 

the field and image management

CH Conseil and Management  was created to provide high-level athletes with 
assistance in the management of their daily life.The company aims at supporting the player

for all administrative requests and personal 
projects in order for him to fully devote to his professional activity.

A trilingual staff 
member (to deal with 
all administrative 
procedures involved 

when a player is 
transferred to a 
foreign club for 

instance 

A staff member in 
charge of the players’ 

means of 
communication 
(update of his 

website, of his fan 
page Facebook…)

Andréa HUTTEAU 
+33-(0)5-58-83-80-65 

ou 
+33-(0)7-85-52-23-33

Skilled staff in the 
management of 
administrative 

procedures linked to 
sport (professional 

insurance with 
EUROP SPORTS 

ASSUR for instance) 
and to off the field 
matters (holiday 
reservations, the 

various changing of 
address for the tax 

office, family
 allowance…)

Annie PRIAM 
+33-(0)5-58-83-80-65

A staff member 
specialized in 

contract and sport 
legal work 

(Administrative and 
Financial Director),

Each member of the team has specific knowledge and skills to better manage in an efficient 
and professional way the player’s interests:

CH Conseil et Management provides the player with a named contact
person for all offered services, hence files are quickly processed.
This staff member is available 7 days a week, nearly 24 hours a day, to 
meet all the players’ needs. Stand-by duty arrangements have even been 
implementedso that the service can be contacted during the week-end too.



OUR MAIN MISSIONS
• Management of the player’s image, his communication, his personal and equipment
      sponsors. 
• Enabling players to be in contact with his various partners 
• Providing legal and financial assistance as well as inheritance management 
• Administrative and logistical assistance, support in setting up any personal project

WORKING WITH CHRISTOPHE HUTTEAU: 
A SMART CHOICE

From managing a sport career to dealing with off the field 
matters: a full and unique high quality service

Working with Christophe HUTTEAU means you can benefit from:

• A high quality service for your career management 
• Unique services at special price regarding all mattersoff the field (image and sponsors 
   management, inheritance management, tax optimization, logistical and administrative
      assistance…). It is fair to say that this is a unique service as no other agent offers it on the 
      market at the moment.

1.  Image, communication and sponsors management

Image management
Today, the player’s image is essential, not to say crucial in his career 
management. Media and press relations cannot be made up.

At this point, Christophe HUTTEAU can claim that he is without a doubt the most 
influential agent within media and journalists. Why ? Quitesimply because he worked for 
nearly 20 years in journalism and has kept many friends inside most media.Indeed, he 
is a regular guest on football tv shows (Canal+, Canal+ Sport, L’Equipe TV, Infosport, …).

It seems today unnecessary for a player to use a communication agency to manage his 
image.It can even be a dangerous practice and be a strategic mistake as press and media 
hate to work with this kind of agency and the expected effect is always counterproductive.



communication management through various media
CH Conseil et Managementmanages the players’communication through various 
multimedia tools:

Creation and management of his facebook page :

This mainly involves:

• Updating it on a regular basis with new photos, videos for a real interactivity
• Implementing and setting up a SMS prize contest which profits will go to the player 
• Communicating on the player’s sponsors to raise his profile
• Advertising players tie-in 

 Creation and management of his smart phone application:

The mobile application consists of a drop-down menu containing several sections: 
• News
• Biography 
• Videos
• A custom music station
• Advertising spaces available for rent with revenue paid back to the player. 
• Interaction with his Facebook and Twitter page
• Statistics

Sponsors management
Christophe HUTTEAU has shown that he can attract many brands willing to communicate 
through some of his player’s image. 

Christophe HUTTEAU and his team have a real know-how in this field and this is where his 
strength lies when compared to other agents.

One thing is certain: Christophe HUTTEAU does not do the same job as most other agents.
He is different.

He has been inspired by the existing large firms of players agents in the United States (US 
football, basket, ice hockey; etc.). He has surrounded himself with specialists for each 
specific field. Today, the career of a high-level football player cannot be managed in a 
disorganized and unfocused manner and definitely not without a career plan.

CH CONSEIL ET MANAGEMENT has signed some partnership agreements in order 
to provide the player with a tailor-made service making sure he will be able to rely on 
professional and expert advice in various fields such as finance and 
inheritance management with a top French bank, insurances with EUROP 
SPORTS ASSUR and AXA, as well as tax and legal aspects with several lawyers.



2.  Legal, financial and inheritance management assistance 

Contractual negotiation and legal assistance
Thanks to specialized lawyers, Christophe HUTTEAU negotiates the players’ contracts
(employment contract, sponsoring…) thus reassuring football players and facilitating 
their transfers. 

CH CONSEIL ET MANAGEMENT has surrounded itself with renowned lawyers specialized in 
contract law, labour law, tax law, sport law and image lawthus ensuring an excellent service.

 Inheritance, investments, taxation
• Inheritance management

CH Conseil et Management provides comprehensive management of players’
 salaries and long term database for solid finance and inheritance management 
by providing expert advice on players’ requirements giving practical solutions.  

Throughout the players’professional career, an expert will be on hand 
for all advice and inheritance management. To do so, CH Conseil et 
Management uses a top bank with proven know-how in this field.

This means providing and developing inheritance schemes, protecting the player’s 
family and himself, optimizing taxation, financing personal projects, preparing his 
and his family’s future so that he can feel confident about hisyears after his career.

• Tax optimisation

Thanks to lawyers specialized in the tax field, CH Conseil et Management provides players 
with optimal strategy in taxation.

Insurances
• Professional insurance

Professional footballers require the appropriate insurance cover for professional sport. 
Therefore, CH Conseil et Management works with insurance specialists (EUROP SPORTS 
ASSUR et PATRIM ONE SPORT) thus ensuring that they propose the required and 
adapted bonuses, which cover all risks for their profession (lost license, illness, injury etc..).

• Personal insurance

CH Conseil et Managementhas agreed on a partnership with the insurance 
company AXA, which proposes a discount price on all players’personal insurances 
(multi-risk, property, car, private health insurance…). This company is very near 
CH Conseil’s offices, hence files are quickly processed and regularly monitored.



• Private health insurance

When most of private health insurances cover roughly the same thing, some of them 
however do not take into account specific risks associated with this profession, such 
as re-education, osteopathy…That is why CH Conseil et Management has here again 
surrounded itself by specialists such as Europ Sports Assur which proposes a tailor-made 
private health insurance (from trainee to professional) and has even set up now a special 
“young pack” which combines a professional and private health insurance at a discount price.

3.  Administrative and logistical assistance, setting up 
of personal projects

CH Conseil et Managementwill do all it can to assist football player in their daily 
life and offer its support for all administrative requests and personal projects.

Here are some of the services offered to players:

• When the player is transferred to a different club: sorting out house rentals, 
  water, electricity and gas contracts, etc… , quotes for removal companies, the 
  various changing of addresses for the tax office, family allowance, banks etc…

• To book holidays and short trips for him and his family thanks to a partnership with my 
luxury traval and privileges voyages

• To provide the player with high-end cars to hire or to buy at the best rates thanks to a 
network of partners in the car industry

• To propose any time private jet flights at the best rates thanks to a partnership with a 
      private jet company

• To create events programs, personalized VIP services (to hold a reception for instance)… 

Christophe HUTTEAU

Agent licencié par la Fédération 
Française de Football - 

England Football Association 
Registered Intermediary

05 58 83 80 65 
06 74 33 04 02

128 rue de la Boétie
75 008 Paris

hutteau@chconseilmanagement.fr
chutteau@yahoo.fr 


